
NOTE!

Assignment 14 is about creating an image of “This is New England.”

Please read the directions carefully… this one is a bit more involved, and will
take some time to do… and I may ask you to do some edits before it is
accepted.

You must submit your answers to the questions in Assignment 14 in Blackboard.

ALSO!

It is possible to upload your postcard into Blackboard… but please do NOT do that. Please follow the 
instructions and email me a copy [ramey@bridgew.edu] … I need to give you the OK on your postcard before 
you check off that you did this assignment, and it is easier and faster for me to catch them in my email.



Assignment 14 (second assignment for Chapter 2 – Regions in Geography) …  
1. Get your list of characteristics that make New England “New England” (from Assignment 13)…
2. Search on the web for photos of “New England”. You can use your list as a starting point to look for images that match what you put on your list… and this 

may lead you to think “I can’t believe I forgot to put THAT on my list!”… but’s that’s ok, because you can add it to this project…  Collect a number of photos that 
visibly tell someone that “this is New England”.

3. Then… make a postcard out of them. You can leave Powerpoint at it’s default setting (16:9) or you can use 4:3. The first would be a large postcard size, the 
4:3 setting is more like a normal 4x6 postcard size. Powerpoint is really the best way to do this, as it sets up by default (the slide) the frame to put your pictures 
into, and there are some good editing tools.

→ Pointers… Remember, you can only cram so many pictures in this small a space. If you make them too small, no one will know what they are. So make them as 
big or as small as makes sense to you… but also use enough so that you can convey a broad “sense of New England.” Be artistic!
a) I framed the pictures here (see my postcard for Venice, Italy, Slide 3)… you don’t have to do that, but if you want to, right-click on the image in PowerPoint, 

select Format Picture, and then go to Line (it’s under the Bucket icon). I recommend a 1 pt line (under ½ is too small to really see, anything over 1 is kind of 
overkill) and the color. I generally try to match the color up with something that carries through most of the images, or, a simple black or white divider that 
will offset the different images.

b) “Puzzle-piece” them together so that you have one seamless image when you are done. It should cover the entire slide, and it should be composed of many 
images. Do not leave any empty (white) space! It is more interesting to have different size pictures mixed together…

c) Playing with the pictures: It is easy to resize pictures in PowerPoint… click on the picture and you’ll see “handles” pop up on the sides and corners. BE 
CAREFUL. Always, always, always use the corner handles – they will keep the length and width dimensions of your image the same. Using the side ones can 
badly distort the picture, stretching it oddly in one direction or another. You can also crop the picture to focus on something in the picture or remove 
unwanted bits. Right-click on the picture and select “Crop” in the menu that pops up. It may show up on a smaller extra, detached menu bar, depending on 
which version of PowerPoint you are using. When you select Crop, you will see darker “handles” pop up on the sides and corners. You can slide these to “cut 
off” parts of the image from the top down, bottom up or sides in.

d) I labelled mine (in case you might not know anything about Venice), but I don’t want you to label yours. Your postcard should, with just images, tell someone 
that this is what “New England” is! (there may be words on pictures… but don’t put “New England” as a title on the postcard.)

e) Key elements – one to three of your pictures should be something that is very readily identifiable as something that anyone would automatically associate 
with New England. This gives them an obvious clue as to what they are looking at… other images might be something that only “locals” might “get” right 
away… it is the combination of these “knowns” and “insiders knowledge” that gives someone a fuller view of what New England is all about. Think of it this 
way… you are visiting here for the first time. You came here knowing some things about New England/Massachusetts… and while you were here, you also 
discovered things you didn’t know about the region before you came – maybe from visiting different places here, or information you picked up talking to 
people here. Your postcard is something you are sending to a friend to “tell” them about… “New England”!



This will take some time… because…
-- I want you to take the time to find good images (make sure they are clear and easy to view, not fuzzy or “blocky”)…
-- Do not send a card in that has only 3 or 4 images, and/or has a lot of white (uncovered) space …
-- Look for pictures that don’t have anything printed over them… (like a commercial photo business watermark or a business’s name)…
-- Collect enough pictures that you can play with them a bit to figure out how to “piece” them together so that they fit together nicely and completely cover the 
“picture side” of the postcard”… 
-- Powerpoint is a good place to construct your card… it’s the right size and you can move things around and/or resize them easily, and you’ll have a good blank 
canvas to use if you use the 16:9 slide size (look under Design in the top tool bar, and then click on Slide Size)…
-- I expect a “collage” of really good, clear images that photographically describe “New England”. Note my example slide for Venice has 12 (though the one of the 
canal waterboat routes really is too small; lower left)… you should have 8-10 pictures, at least. 
-- NO TEXT. The images themselves should say “New England!” (Text that is in the images may be ok.)
-- After looking at the postcard you send me, I may ask you to do some editing on it.

→ When you are done… email the image to me (either as a jpg file or pdf) … if you aren’t sure how to do that, see the HelpFile on my website.
NOTE: Email me an image… not a link to OneDrive, DropBox or some other shared file. I often cannot access these. 
Please send ONLY a jpg, pdf or Powerpoint file… I may not be able to open certain other file formats.

→ You have to email me your postcard for review… so don’t throw away your working file until I give you the thumbs up! I will give some suggestions about editing, 
arrangement, whether or not you have enough pictures, and they are clear…
→ Once I tell you that your postcard is accepted, then go on Blackboard and be sure to check off “Yes, I sent in Assignment 14” under Assignment 14!!!

… I will check  to make sure that I have an accepted version of the postcard…
→ NOTE: If you do this before I approve the postcard, I will reset the points for this assignment to 0 – until I have accepted your postcard.
→ IF YOU WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTE TO SUBMIT YOUR POSTCARD AND DID NOT GET AN “OK” FROM ME, IT WILL BE “LATE.”
________________________________________________

SAMPLE (next slide): Venice Italy
I have an example postcard on the next slide for Venice, Italy. These are photos I took in Venice, and each one of them has something about it that says “Venice!” 

to me… and I think that anyone from Venice would agree that these images tell a good story about the city. I’m sure there are some things they wouldn’t use (the 
cruise ship, I’d bet – but, there is a huge controversy about them coming into port there, and recently the city has announced that cruise ships will no longer be able 
to dock on the main island, but will instead dock at a port on the mainland, and visitors from the ship will be brought over to the island by bus or train)… and, I am 
sure that there are things that they would tell me I left out that are important to them as Venetians – or, at least they figure would be important landmarks (like the 
Doge’s Palace… I didn’t include it because, well, I ran out of room!)…





Explanation of my Venice postcard…

NOTE… You do NOT need to include anything like this with your card… you do not (and should not) have to explain your card! 
→ If you are careful choosing the right pictures, anyone looking at it should be able to get a good sense of what “New England” is all about… I am only giving you 
an explanation here in case you are not familiar with Venice. Hopefully, the images contained in the collage will give you a sense of the city…

1. Upper left: View of the Venice lagoon from the air …  
2. Middle left: view across canal towards Venice neighborhood (Giudecca) …
3. Lower left: one of the many “side street” canals and the canal “water taxi” 
routes map (4)… 
5. The only canal bridge in Venice that has no handrails …
6. Upper middle: View of Grand Canal and canal boats (the small boats are 
gondolas, the larger ones are water taxis) and one of the ritzier hotels … and 
two gondoliers on break (7)…
8. Left-center middle: one of Venice’s famous canal bridges (Rialto)… 
9. Right-center middle: Cicchetti – Venetian bar food, sort of like Italian tapas 
(never say that to a Venetian!) …
10. Lower middle: the “Ghetto” neighborhood… where the term ghetto comes 
from. This was the Jewish neighborhood in Venice. The term ghetto is thought 
to mean “little city” (neighborhood) and was at one time also where many of 
the industrial iron-working furnaces in Venice were located (“ghetos”) …
11. Upper right: night view of church dome …
12 & 13. Middle right: two views inside one of the many churches in Venice, 
including a famous painting and the pulpit (that’s all carved marble, not 
drapes!) …
14. Lower right: Venice is a popular cruise ship stop on many Mediterranean 
routes, and the sheer size of the ships moving through the main open canal is 
astonishing when seen against the low profile of the city … and Venetians are 
fighting to reduce the number of ships, or have them dock on the mainland.


